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The Observation and measuring of Venus transits in front of the Sun have for
a long time been the best opportunity to determine the distan e between Earth
and Sun. Even if the Astronomi al Unit has today been determined mu h more
pre isely the transits of 20041 and 20122 oered extraordinary opportunities
to retra e the histori al measurements by employing modern methods and to
pra tise the ooperation between s hools, amateurs and universities.
On May 9th we will try to repeat the measurement of the Sun's distan e with
the mu h smaller paralla ti ee t of Mer ury. Therefore, this paper points
to the homepage of a orresponding internet proje t. Reminders of the 2004
and 2012 proje ts and pra ti al tips at the end of this paper try to enlarge the
han e of su es.
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Introdu tion

On June 8th, 2004 and June 5/6th, Venus, observed from Earth, passed the Sun's fa e
from east to west. So- alled transits of Venus belong to the rarest astronomi al events
that

an be predi ted pre isely. No human being living in 2004 had so far observed su h

an event, simply be ause none happened during the previous

entury. In fa t, only ve

transits of Venus have been observed and des ribed by human beings so far (1639, 1761,
1769, 1872 and 1882) and the following will happen in 2117.
Transits of Mer ury are not as rare as those of Venus. The pre eeding o

ured in 2006

and the following will happen in 2019. But to observe and evaluate transits of Mer ury
is more di ult as transits of Venus be ause Mer ury is mu h smaller and about twi e as
far from Earth.Therefore, the observable paralla ti

ee t is smaller and it will be even

more di ult to measure Mer ury's position in front of the Sun with su ient a

ura y.

Transits of Venus have played an important role in the development of modern astronomy be ause their measurements provided for the most pre ise measure of the Sun's
distan e until the end of the nineteenth

entury.

1 http://www.didaktik.physik.uni-due.de/∼ba
2 http://www.venus2012.de
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The Astronomi al Unit

In the 18th and 19th

entury several expeditions were equipped and laun hed into various

distant regions of the world with the obje tive to provide astronomers with suitable observation data from the very rare Venus transits ([9℄, [21℄, [20℄). Why did the governments of
so many

ountries spend so mu h money and why were the astronomers willing to endure

the harsh

onditions of those expeditions ([15℄) to obtain a better measure of the Sun's

distan e? And why is it still important to know not only the value of the Astronomi al
Unit but also the methods whi h enabled a more and more pre ise determination?
These tremendous eorts of governments and human beings express a large interest
in the distan e to the Sun. The reasons for that are s ienti

•

The distan e to the Sun is the basi

unit for determining the size of the whole

solar system: Knowing the distan e to the Sun, we
whole solar system.

as well as e onomi :

an determine the size of the

Sin e the introdu tion of the helio entri

world view it has

been rather easy to determine the radii or the maior semi-axis of the planets' orbits.
However, the results of these measurements reveal all the distan es as multiples of
the radius of the Earth's orbit. And the value of that was not very well known. For
example, the doubling of the distan e between Earth and Sun would have resulted
in a respe tive enlargement of the whole solar system. But the an ient value of the
Sun's distan e whi h was used until the seventeenth

entury was in fa t too small

by a fa tor of 20.

•

The distan e to the Sun also forms the basis for measuring the distan e to the stars.

•

Knowing the distan es in the solar system it is possible to determine the astrophysi al properties of the Sun and the planets. For instan e, the size of the Sun and of
the planets

an be dedu ed from their apparent size. The mass of the Sun

al ulated by the help of the law of gravity, provided that the gravitational
is known. The radiation power of the Sun

an be derived from the solar

an be
onstant
onstant

measured on Earth.

•

As a

ru ial pre ondition for a growing worldwide sea tra , a more pre ise astro-

nomi al navigation had to rely on more pre ise predi tions of the motions of the
planets. On e the absolute distan es in the solar system are known it is possible to
take into a

ount the pertubations of the planets' orbits whi h are due to gravita-

tional intera tions between the planets. Therefore, more pre ise predi tions of the
motions of the planets and, parti ularly, of the moon

an be made.

For these reasons, the distan e to the Sun is not only a s ale for the solar system and,
for example, for the mass of its bodies but also for the dimension of the whole universe 
the so- alled Astronomi al Unit.
By learning something about the history of that unit and the problems en ountered
by measuring it students not only gradually a quire an idea of the almost unbelievable
size of the universe. This example also allows them to understand "what it means to do
physi s (and astronomy)" and "how it was possible in the rst pla e (and still is today)
to know those fa ts" (Wagens hein).
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Figure 1: Stereos opi

s

pi ture of a lands ape and the ruins of a building. You get a stereo

ee t by looking at the pi ture with the "parallel glan e" so that the two bla k spots
above the pi tures merge into one.
Re alling the history of that Unit and underlying basi

on epts, together with expe-

rien ing some of the problems en ountered during measurements, does not only provide
for a better understanding of former a hievements.

In addition, it seems to be a suit-

able way to gain a deeper insight about the interplay between theory and observation
in s ien e in general, and of astronomy in parti ular. Cal ulating with data that extend
far beyond men's imagination might also serve for approa hing a realisti

perspe tive on

ontemporary developments of s ien e.
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The geometri parallax

If you hold an obje t, e.g. an apple, at arm's length,

lose your eyes one by one, you will

observe the apple jumping from right to left and inversely in front of the distant obje ts
in the environment. This apparent
due to the

motion, is

hanging perspe tive.

This paralla ti
driving a

hange of position, the so- alled paralla ti

ee t is familiar to all of us from our daily experien es, e.g.

ar or travelling by train: The

with

loser the obje ts in the lands ape are, the faster

they stay behind, that is to say in forward movement, they move ba kward in relative
proportion to the more distant obje ts. The further the obje ts are, the smaller is the
ee t. That's why it

an be used in order to determine the distan e of obje ts.

This paralla ti ee t is familiar to all of us from our daily experien es: If we observe a
lands ape from dierent viewpoints all obje ts have dierent positions with respe t to the
others. The

loser the obje ts in the lands ape are, the more they

hange their relative

positions. The further the obje ts are, the smaller is the ee t. That's why parallax

an

be used in order to determine the distan e of obje ts.
As a matter of fa t, the parallaxe is a major pre ondition of three dimensional sight.

•

Our two eyes take in dierent pi tures in whi h the obje ts' relative positions to
ea h other dier slightly. In our brain, the two pi tures are transformed into a three
dimensional pi ture (g. 1).

•

If the distan es are too big and if,

onsequently, the paralla ti

dieren es are too

small for a threedimensional pi ture, the enhan ement of paralla ti
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Figure 2:

On the relation between parallax

observation and the distan e

d

π,

distan e

Delta

between the points of

of the obje t

by movement may help to get an impression of the spatial depth.
The parallax

π

of an obje t is the dieren e between the perspe tives of two dierent

observers looking at it. Or to put it dierently:

π

is the angle by whi h the distan e

∆

of the two points of observation , e.g. the eyes or the two observatories, appear from the
obje t's position (g. 2). Provided that the line

onne ting both points of observation is

perpendi ular to the dire tion of the obje t, the following relation obviously holds:

∆
π
tan = 2
2
d

=⇒

d=

∆
2

(1)

tan π2

If the distan e is very large, the parallax therefore very small, the following formula
an be used as an approximation:

π≪1

d ≈
where

π

∆
π

,

(2)

must be expressed in radians.

Until today, the measurement of so- alled trigonometri

parallaxes is the most pre ise

pro edure to determine the distan e of astronomi al obje ts.

The parallaxe of an obje t in the solar system is dened by the angle by whi h
the Earth's radius appears from the obje t's position3 .
If one observes the relative shift in position

β

in front of an "innitely" distant ba k-

ground, then it dire tly shows the parallaxe of the obje t:
However, if one observes the paralla ti

β≡π

4

(s. g. 3 ).

shift with respe t to a very, but not innitely,

distant ba kground, the relative shift is smaller than the parallaxe be ause the ba kground
obje t itself shows a paralla ti

ee t:

β = π − πH

3 With

(s. g. 4).

regard to obje ts outside the solar system, e.g. the stars, the parallaxe refers to the radius of
the Earth's orbit, that is to say to the distan e between Sun and Earth.
4 Figures 3 and 4 are stereos opi pi tures. You get a stereos opi impression by looking at them
with the "parallel glan e" so that the two pi tures seen by both eyes merge into one pi ture in between.
The dots above the both pi tures may help you: Your eyes are positioned orre tly when you see one
additional dot appearing exa tly between both of them. It is favourable to put your eyes rst very lose
to the pi tures and then to remove them slowly until you have found the orre t position.
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Figure 3: Paralla ti

shift of Venus with respe t to the ba kground of the stars.

shift equals the parallaxe of Venus

Figure 4: Paralla ti

πV .

shift of Venus and Sun. Be ause of the shift of the Sun the shift of

the Venus with respe t to the Sun's dis
3. It

This

orresponds to the dieren e

is smaller than with respe t to the stars in gure

πV − πS .
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The parallax of the Sun

The distan e to the Sun is very large, the parallax, therefore, very small: Its value is only
8.8. That is the appearent size of a little
di ult, no ba kground

oin in a distan e of 230 m! To make it more

an be seen when the Sun is shining. Thus, it is not possible to

measure the Sun's parallax dire tly by a geometri al method.
The basi

idea of geometri ally measuring the distan e to the Sun is to determine the

parallax of another body of the solar system and to derive from its distan e that of the
Sun, e.g. with the help of Kepler's third law.
The following bodies have been used:

• Mars,

by far not as bright as the Sun and, in its opposition to the Sun, only half

as far as it was the rst body to translate this idea into a tion.
had noti ed that he
experien e, he had

ould not observe any paralla ti

Already Kepler

movement of Mars. From this

on luded that the distan e to the Sun given by Aristar hus must

be by far too small. In 1672, Cassini in Paris, Ri her in Cayenne and Flamsteed in
London su

eeded in determining the paralla ti

angle of Mars to be about 25.5

and to derive a solar parallax of not more than 10.

• Venus, in inferior

onjun tion to the Sun,

omes still

loser to the Earth than Mars.

Unfortunately, it is usually invisible in that position. But during one of the very
rare transits it

an be observed quite well in front of the Sun and its position with

respe t to the Sun's dis

an be measured easily, at least in prin iple. Therefore,

after the observation of a transit of Mer ury Halley in 1716 proposed to observe
and to measure the next

oming transits of Venus from as many dierent sites on

Earth as possible in order to get a measure of the distan e to the Sun as pre ise as
possible.

•

During a transit even

Mer ury's position in front of the Sun is well measurable, at

least in prin iple. But its distan e from Earth then is nearly twi e as large and the
paralla ti

•

Some

ee t

orrespondingly small.

minor planets

ome even

loser to the Earth than Venus.

Additionally,

be ause of their little brightness and small size their position an be determined even
more exa tly. In 1931, the minor planet

5

Eros led to a

very exa t determination of

the Sun's parallax . But, meanwhile it had be ome possible to measure it by means
of physi al methods.

5

Geometry of the Transit

This se tion an be applied nearly without hanges to transits of Mer ury.
For two observers at dierent sites on Earth a transit lookes slightly dierent: Venus
enters the Sun's dis

at dierent times and doesn't leave it simultaneously. And, taken

5 The determination of the distan e to the Sun by measuring minor planets' parallaxes was the subje t
of another internet proje t in 1996 ([6℄ and [7℄).
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Figure 5: Two photos of Venus in front of the Sun, simultaneously taken at dierent sites
on Earth. Left: With original size arbitrarily merged. Right: S aled to the same size,
shifted to

oin iden ing

entres, and rotated to the same orientation.

The paralla ti

ee t is strongly exaggerated.

at the same moment, Venus' position in front of the Sun is not quite the same.
paralla ti

•

ee t

an be observed

if the length of Venus' path over the Sun is determined by pre isely measuring the
moments of ingress and egress (

•

This

onta t times) or

if two simultaneously taken photos are s aled to the same size and merged with
exa tly the same orientation (g. 5).

How is it possible to infer the distan e of Venus from Earth and nally, the
distan e between Earth and Sun from this paralla ti shift?
The paralla ti

shift between both dis s or between both paths of transit is most often

explained in the following way: Be ause Venus divides the distan e Earth - Sun by 5:2
(Mer ury: 4:5) the distan e between the two "proje tions" on the Sun must be 2.5 times
as large as the separation of both observers. Therefore, the angular distan e between these
proje tions, when observed from the Earth must be 2.5 (Mer ury: 0.8) times as large as
the distan e of both observers appears to an observer on the Sun. In the situation shown
in gure 7 the angular distan e of the proje tions ("shadows") is, therefore, ve times as
large as the angle by whi h the

πS

Earth's radius is seen

from the Sun, the so- alled parallax

of the Sun.
This explanation appears to be plausible. Nevertheless, there arise some questions:
1. Why does
2. Of

β

represent the paralla ti

displa ement of Venus instead of

βV ?

ourse, on the Sun's surfa e there are no "shadows" of Venus. How is it, never-

theless, possible to observe their distan e from Earth?
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Figure 6: Photos of the 2004 transit, made from Namibia and Germany. They

orrespond

to Fig. 5

"Shadow" 2

q

Observer 1

♣

Earth
♣

Observer 2

Venus
✉

βV
β

βS

"Shadow" 1

q

Sun

2

5

Figure 7: Usual explanation for the displa ement of the two dis s of Venus (e.g. Herrmann
([11℄)): From Earth, the distan e of both "proje tions" of Venus is seen by the angle

β.

Be ause that distan e is 2.5 (Mer ury: 0.8) times as large as the distan e between the
both observers,

β,

too, is 2.5 (Mer ury: 0.8) times as large as the angle

Earth appears from the Sun.
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βS

by whi h the

Sun
βS

Observer
1
♣

S

β1

✉

β2

Venus

♣

Observer 2

βV

Figure 8: Alternative explanation: Dierent observers see Venus at dierent positions
relative to the Sun's fa e. Their angular distan e with respe t to the Sun is

β = β1 − β2 .

3. If it is, nevertheless, possible to see those proje tions by some method: Are they
lo ated on the surfa e or on a plane, for instan e, throught the

entre of the Sun?

What is the orientation of that plane? Be ause the Sun's radius is about 0.5% of
the distan e between Earth and Sun, the answer to this question may be of some
importan e.
4. When observed from Earth the position of the Sun against the stars is a little
dierent, too. Must this ee t not be taken into a
In fa t, it is neither possible to see Venus

on its surfa e.

Instead, only angles

ount?

in front of the Sun nor to observe "shadows"

an be observed and measured at the

elestial sphere.

Therefore, for both observers, Venus in gure 5 has dierent angular positions with respe t
to the Sun's fa e, e.g. dierent angular distan es
angles

β1

or

β2

from the

6

entre (g. 8) . These

an be taken from gure 5, provided the s ale has been determined with the known

angular diameter of the Sun. The distan e of the two dis s against the Sun is, therefore,

β = β1 − β2 .
the angle β an not be measured absolutely but only by two measurements
sites with respe t to the Sun's fa e. In ontrast to the rst impression, it is

the angular dieren e
Therefore,
from dierent

not the parallax of Venus but, instead, smaler than it by the parallax of the Sun! With
the remarks made in se tion 3 this fa t is

lear be ause the angles are not measured with

respe t to innitely far stars but with respe t to the Sun showing parallax by itself.
This interrelation may additionally be illustrated as follows (g. 9):

Merging the

pi tures of the Sun taken by two observers both dis s of Venus have the distan e
to put the pi tures of the Sun into the

β.

But,

orre t position with respe t to the stars one of

6 Generally,

both observers, Venus and the entre of the Sun will not be positioned in the same plane.
Therefore, in g. 5 both dis s will not be lo ated on the same radius. In that ase, the two observers
and Venus will dene the plane of g. 8. The argumentation remains unaltered: The dieren e β is then
due a point of the Sun in that plane (see also g. 9.
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S2
S1

♣
♣

βS

V2
V2′

①β

S

β
V1

βV

①

Figure 9: The pi tures of the respe tive observers against a ( tive) ba kground of stars:
Both pi tures of the Sun are shifted with respe t to ea h other by the Sun's angle of
parallax

βS ,

the pi tures of Venus by

βV in the same dire tion.

of the photos so that the pi tures of the Sun

After having shifted one

oin ide the Venus positions dier only by

β = βV − βS .
the pi tures must be shifted by
therefore, larger than
Let

βS

and

βV

β

by

βS .

Then,

βV

will be the distan e of the two dis s and,

βS .

be the angles by whi h the distan e of the both observers appears from

the Sun and from Venus, respe tively, that means the a tual angles of parallax of Sun
and Venus. Then, due to gure 8 the following equation holds:

βS + β1 = βV + β2
That is why both sums
observer 1 -

S

That relation

-

omplete the opposite angles at

S

to

180◦ ,

rst in the triangle

enter of the Sun and, se ond, in the triangle observer 2 -

7

S

- Venus.

an be written as follows :

β = β1 − β2 = βV − βS
7 The

(3)

same relation may be taken from g. 7.

10

(4)
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Derivation of the distan e to the Sun

The determination of the distan e to the Sun is based on the following train of thought:

•

To

al ulate the distan e to the Sun it is ne essary to know the parallax

πS

of the

Sun, that means the angle by whi h the Earth's radius appears from the Sun.

•

Equally suitably is the angle

βS

by whi h the distan e of two arbitrary observers

appears from the Sun provided their distan e is known.

•

βS ,

Instead of

βV

the larger angle

appears from Venus

by whi h the distan e of the both observers

an be measured more easily. Knowing the proportion between

the distan es of Sun, Venus and Earth (whi h

an be determined by measuring the

8

maximum angular distan e between Venus and Sun )) one of these angles

an be

derived from the other.

•

The angle
whi h

6.1

βV

is lo ated at Venus, but it

an be derived from the angles

β1

and

an be measured from Earth.

Theory

Be ause the distan es of Venus and Sun from the Earth are very large
Earth's radius and be ause the

ompared with the

orresponding parallaxes, therefore, are very small, the

angles of parallax are inversely proportional to the

orresponding distan es

dV

and

βV
dS
=
βS
dV
Let

β2

rE

and

rV

dS :

(5)

be the radii of the orbits of Earth and Venus, respe tively. Then the

following equation follows from (4):

rV
rE
βS − βS =
βS
r − rV
rE − rV
E

rE
=
−1 β
rV

β =
=⇒
In pra ti e, the angle
radius

ρS

β

βS

is not measured absolutely but as a fra tion

(6)

f

of the angular

of the Sun:

β=
In the spe ial

ase shown in g.

β
ρS = f ρS
ρS

(7)

7 and 8 the distan e between the observers is as

diameter of the Earth and, therefore, the angle of parallax βS is twi
parallax of the Sun πS whi h is related to the Earth's radius. In general, one must
the distan e ∆ between the observers as a multiple of the Earth's radius, to be

large as the

11

e the
know
more

Observer 1
q

∆⊥

Venus

∆

w

q Observer 2

Figure 10: Not the distan e

∆

between the both observers itself is important for the

∆⊥

determination of the Sun's parallax but its proje tion

parallel to the dire tion to

Venus.
pre isely: the proje ted distan e

∆⊥

of the two observers

perpendi ular

to the dire tion

to Venus (g. 10).
Therefore, the following equations must hold

βS = πS

∆⊥
∆
= πS
sin w
RE
RE

=⇒

πS =

RE 1
βS
∆ sin w

and, nally,

πS =

"

RE

1

∆ sin w

rE
rV

From this result for the parralax of the Sun

Astronomi al Unit (AU),

!

#

− 1 ρS f.
πS ,

(8)

the distan e to the Sun, the so- alled

an be derived by the following equation (see (2)):

1AU = dS =
The results of these equations

RE

(9)

πS

an be improved by using the a tual values of the orbit's

radii (instead of the mean values) and by taking into a

ount that the solar parallax

πS

in

equation (8 doesn't refer to the Astronomi al Unit (that is the mean value of the distan e
Earth - Sun) but to the

6.2

a tual value on transit day.

An Example

Two pi tures of the transit of Venus on June 8th, 2004 may be given, simultaneously
taken from Essen, Germany, and from the Internationale Amateur Sternwarte IAS near
8 as we did in 2004 (http://didaktik.physik.uni-essen.de/∼ba
12

khaus/Venusproje t/venusorbit.htm

Figure 11: Daylight side of the Earth at 8:00 UT
Windhoek, Namibia, respe tively, at 8 .00 UT (from

http://www.venus2012.de/venusproje ts/photography/example/example.php, see also
Fig. 6).
1. On these pi tures, the distan e between the both dis s of Venus

an be measured

to be quite exa tly 2.7% of the radius of the Sun (f = 0.027). On that day, the
′
angular radius of the Sun was ρS = 15 .66. Therefore, the angular distan e β of the
two dis s is

β = f ρS = 25′′ .73
2. The (average) distan e between Earth and Sun is rE = 1.0AU , the (average) distan e
r
between Venus and Sun rV = 0.723AU ( E − 1 = 0.383).
rV
Therefore, a

ording to equ. (6), the angular distan e between the both

ities seen

from the Sun is

βS =
3. The proje ted distan e
graphi al

∆ sin w



rE
− 1 β = 9′′ .86.
rV


ities

an be derived from their geo-

oordinates and the time of the images.

between the

But here we will take it from

gure 11 whi h show the Earth's daylight side at that moment:

∆⊥ = 1.19RE .
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4. Putting these results into equ. (8) we get the nal result:

πS = 8′′ .30
and for the distan e between Earth and Sun

dS = 24860RE .
an be improved by taking the a tual values of the distan es (rE =
1.015AU, rV = 0.726 =⇒ rrVE − 1 = 0.398) and the orre t radius of the Sun
′
(ρS = 15 .76) instead of the average and measured values. Then we get
These results

πS = 8′′ .62

7

and

1AU = 23920RE .

Measurements and Cal ulations

The equations (8) and (9) summarize how it is possible to get a value for the distan e to
the Sun by observing and measuring a transit of Venus. They make
measured and what must be

πS =

"

1

RE

∆ sin w

1AU = dS =
•

The basi

lear what must be

al ulated in order to determine the parallax of the Sun:

measure is the

rE
rV

−1

!#

β

RE
πS

angular distan e β

of the dis s of Venus on transit

photos simultaneously taken from distant pla es on Earth (e. g. Europe, India and
South Ameri a). The positions must be measured with respe t to the Sun's dis . If
this measurements have been done properly the further evaluation is possible with
elementary mathemati s only.
The planet's position depends not only from its distan e to the Sun's edge (or
its

entre) but from the dire tion from the Sun's

entre, too. Therefore, the exa t

orientation of the images must be known. One possibility for this determination is to
exposure the images twi e
The translation of the Sun

with xed amera with only few minutes time dieren

9

e .

aused by the Earth's rotation then indi ates the dire tion

from east to west.

•

First, that angular distan e is determined as a
radius. In order to transform

f

fra tion f of the Sun's angular
angular radius ρS of

into an absolute angle the

the Sun must be determined.

β = f ρS .
9 or

later to ombine two images whi h have been taken su essively
14

•

linear

In order to infer the parallax of the Sun from the a tual parallax angle, the
∆
∆ of the both observers must be determined as a
of the
RE
(ϕi , λi ) of the
Earth's radius. For this reason, the

distan e

multiple
geographi al oordinates

observers must be known.

•

Not the distan e of the observers itself is of importan e but its proje tion
parallel to the dire tion Earth - Sun. Therefore, the

time of exposure must be determined. Be ause it is a little bit tri ky to
that angle

10

∆ sin w

angle of proje tion w at the
al ulated

, we here measure the proje ted distan e in a pi ture showing the Earth's

daylight side at that time (Fig. 11) or transmit the job to the resour es (programs
or Ex el-sheets).

•

In order to

on lude from Venus' angle of parallax

radius of Venus' orbit must be known
•

βV

to that of the Sun βS the
rV
to the Earth's radius.
rE

Finally, to be able to derive the distan e to the Sun in absolute terms one must
know the value of the

•

in relation

Earth's radius RE .

If there will be no images taken whi h are su iently simultaneous to the own ones,
every parti ipant should take as many transit pi tures as possible. Then it will be
possible later to

al ulate a linear t to all measured positions

(xi (t), yi (t)),

x(t) = at + x0 ,
y(t) = bt + y0 ,
so that intermediate positions

an be

al ulated for arbitrary moments.

11

task an Ex el sheet has been pla ed at the disposal

8

For this

.

The internet proje ts

8.1

The Transit of Venus 2004
12

It was the main obje tive of the proje t of 2004

to bring into

onta t s hool

lasses,

astronomi al work groups, groups of astronomi al amateurs and observatories in order
to

orporately observe and photograph the transit of Venus in 2004 and to derive the

distan e to the Sun from own data by dierent methods. Afterwards, the material has
been arranged so that it oers possibilities for evaluation with dierent laims for exa tness
in edu ation.
The months before the transit have been used as a

omprehensive edu ational proje t.

Within the framework of the developing international

ooperation all quantities whi h are

expli itly or impli itly

ontained in equations (8) and (9) have been determined by own

measurements.
To obtain this goal the following proje ts of preparation have been
10 http://www.didaktik.physik.uni-due.de/∼ba

reated:

khaus/Venusproje t/geogrpositions.htm
ury2016/stuff/tableofMer urypositions.xls
12 http://www.didaktik.physik.uni-due.de/∼ba khaus/VenusProje t.htm
11 http://www.venus.de/transit-of-mer
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Measuring the radius of Venus' orbit

The radius of the orbit has been determined

by measuring the largest elongation of Venus before and after the transit.

The

observation of Venus' retrograde motion oered a se ond possibilty for this task.

Determining of the own geographi al oordinates and the proje ted distan e
of dierent observers The parti ipants measured their own geographi al oordinates by using a radio

ontrolled

lo k and a gnomon.

Determining the radius of the Earth

By using the same simple equipment the Earth's

radius has been measured for instan e between Iran and Germany, but even within
Germany ([1℄, in German).

Measuring the angular radius of the Sun

We used the size of Sonnentalern (pin-

hole images of the Sun) and the movement of proje ted images of the Sun.

But

mainly we measured the radius by evaluating twi e exposed images of the Sun.

Exer ises in photographing the Sun and exa t position measurements on the
Sun's dis (Sunspots) The experien es won in this proje t proved to be of unique
signi an e. Several partners whi h not had parti ipated in this preparation were
not aware of the
images

riti al aspe ts of the photographing pro edure. Therefore, their

ould not be evaluated.

The Transit of Mer ury on May 7th, 2003

This transit mainly served as prepara-

tion espe ially of the photographing pro edure and as test of the mathemati al
algorithms. The algorithms proved to be
parti ipants of 2003

8.2

orre t but

ould be improved and the

ould use their experien es in 2004.

The Transit of Venus 2012

The transit proje t of 2012

13

was a repetition of the proje t of 2004. But the transit in

2012 happened at times whi h were un onvenient for Europe. Additionally, the weather
in Europe was far from optimal for observing the transit. Therefore, only a small number
of people took part in the proje t.
Dierent from 2004 we passed the proje ts of preparation. As a
the parti ipants did not

onsequen e most of

omply with our tips and time proposals. Most of them didn't

take twi e exposed pi tures and nearly no pi tures had been taken at the same time.
Nevertheless, both problems

•

Prominent sunspots helped us to determine the orientation of the images although
not as a

•

ould nally be solved:

urately as would have been possible with twi e exposed pi tures.

NASA's solar teles ope SDO ("Solar Dynami s Observatory") orbiting around the
Earth syn hronously with the Earth's rotation took perfe t images of the Sun with
a times dieren e of only about 15s. Among them we found those whi h had been
taken simultaneously with the images of our parti ipants. However, the
ing baselengths between observer and teles ope had to be

13 http://www.venus2012.de
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orrespond-

al ulated seperately.

•

Some of the parti ipants submitted series of images whi h allowed tting the positions of Venus to a straight line. Therefore, the positions of Venus at the appointed
times

ould be

al ulated by interpolation.

The not very numerous but throughout quite good results have been
results page.
In 2012 we initiated a se ond transit proje t
the pati ipants to measure the
transmit their results to the

onta t times

14

olle ted on a

within the main proje t requesting

of Venus as pre isely as possible and to

orresponding pages for data ex hange. The basi

idea and

the mathemati al details have been des ribed on related pages and utilities for evaluating
have been provided.

The results of measurements were not very numerous.

pati ipants obviously had measured very

arefully. The measured

But the

onta t times allowed

the derivation of very good values for the distan e to the Sun whi h dier from the

orre t

value by less than 1%.
The results of both proje ts have been presented on meetings in Germany and published in a German journal ([4℄). The method of
ments have been

8.3

onta t times and the results of measure-

onverted to a task in our Astronomi al Laboratory for bad Weather

15

.

The Transit of Mer ury 2016

The transit of this year will happen under

ir umstan es whi h are very similar to those

of the transit of Mer ury in 2003 and of Venus in 2004. The spe ial

hallenge due to the

oming transit of Mer ury arises by the fa ts that Mer ury will appear mu h smaller than
Venus and due to its nearly twi e as large distan e from Earth its paralla ti displa ement

Will it be possible to take and to gather su iently many and good photos
whi h allow to make the parallax of Mer ury visible and the distan e to the
Sun determinable by measuring Mer ury's positions?
will be mu h smaller.

Be ause the ee t to be observed will be as tiny (see Fig. 12) it will be of parti ular

importan e that the baselength is as long as possible, that means that images

an be

ompared whi h have been taken at pla es as distant from ea h other as possible.

16

the pi tures on the proje t's homepage

visualize

As

ombinations as India-North Amer-

i a, Northern Europe-South Afri a or S andinavia-South Ameri a would be parti ularly
advantegeous. Up to now we have found nearly no parti ipants in North Ameri a and
S andinavia.
The following points will be of spe ial importan e for the result of the proje t:

•

To be able to

ompare images taken by dierent observers the following data must

be known as pre isely as possible:



time at whi h the image has been taken: Please, adjust the amera's
lo k to (the se ond of) the GPS time shortly before the transit.

the

14 http://www.venus2012.de/venusproje

ts/ onta ttimes/ onta ttimes.php
khaus/AstroPraktikum/
16 http://www.venus2012.de/transit-of-mer ury2016
15 http://www.didaktik.physik.uni-duisburg-essen.de/∼ba
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Figure 12: The (nearly) maximal size of Mer ury's paralla ti




the

displa ement

observer's geographi al psosition: Please, measure the GPS position

in advan e.
the

s ale of the images, it

an be determined by measuring the Sun's radius

on the pi ture. Therefore, the pi ture should show a big part of the Sun, the
whole Sun if possible.

The most exa t possibility of measuring the s ale is

to measure the displa ement between the two images of the Sun on the twi e
exposed photos with known time dieren e



the

orientation of the images

∆t.

 not easily to be determined by amateurs

always to take two images with a
xed amera with a time dieren e of about 150s. If an autotra king is used

with su ient a
whi h

ura y. One possibility is

annot be swit hed o for a short time some paralla ti

mountings allow

to shift the right as ension slightly so that the dire tion of right as ension

an

be determined.

Caused by the problem of determining the orientation the transit proje t of 2012
would have failed if no prominent sunspots had allowed to x the orientation.
•

The

omparation of simultaneously taken images is the best way to visualize the

ee t of parallax. For this reason, we have arranged several

ommon points of time

for taking pi tures if possible.

•

Observers who

annot use these

ommon times for some reason nevertheless should

take as many pi tures as possible and measure the belonging positions of Mer ury.
Later these positions

an be tted to a line allowing to interpolate positions for

arbitrary times.

•

If possible, the parti ipants by themselves should measure the positions of Mer ury
on their images, for instan e with the provided tools and transmit the results to our
18

data ex hange page.

By omparing their own position results with those of distant observers the parti ipants an al ulate values of their own of the distan e to the Sun.
•

Sele ted pi tures

an be uploaded to our data base, again via the data ex hange

page, in order to make them available for the other parti ipants. Complete series
of images should be sent to the author who will publish them on an extra proje t
page.
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